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EVEREST
Visit the top of the world in this dramatic film produced in association with Science World.
Everest takes you on an inspirational and spellbinding ascent with an international team
of climbers who found hope, beauty and triumph in the wake of tragedy. The film tells the
dramatic true story of the expedition’s journey to the summit, just days after the infamous
1996 tragedy in which eight climbers lost their lives.

SUPER SPEEDWAY
Super Speedway focuses on rising star Michael Andretti, his legendary father Mario Andretti
and the work of Don Lyons—a restorer of vintage racing machines. The film follows the design,
fabrication and track testing of Michael’s car while exploring the technology and physics
that will optimize the car’s performance. As Michael’s car is readied for the racing season,
Don Lyons works steadfastly at reconstructing a vintage roadster out of an intriguing
wreckage he has discovered in a dilapidated chicken coop. Only in time does the puzzle
come together and the machine’s illustrious identity becomes known.

THE LIVING SEA
Filled with exotic creatures and seafaring adventures, The Living Sea focuses on the fragile
relationships between the ocean, its inhabitants and people. Surf thundering waves in Hawaii,
swim with thousands of golden jellyfish, meet strange creatures living 3,000 feet below
sea level, come face to face with humpback whales and witness the bizarre spawning
behaviour of giant clams. The Living Sea uses powerful and beautiful images of unspoiled
waters to demonstrate our dependence on healthy oceans. This film features songs and
music by Sting and is narrated by Meryl Streep. (Nominated in 1996 at the Academy Awards
for Best Documentary, Short Subjects).

PULSE: A STOMP ODYSSEY
Pulse: A STOMP Odyssey is a celebration of the global beat. It explores the sights and sounds of
continents and cultures, guided by the internationally acclaimed performers of the sensational
stage show, STOMP. Audiences will travel to a world brought brilliantly alive through this largescreen format and will discover the universal language of rhythm.

BEAVERS
Beavers was the first film to be shown in Science World’s OMNIMAX® Theatre, in 1989.
Plunge into the habitat of one of nature’s greatest engineers for an intimate look at a family
of beavers as they grow, play and transform the world around them.

